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Abstract
Divide-and-conquer based methods for Bayesian inference provide a general approach for tractable
posterior inference when the sample size is large. These methods divide the data into smaller subsets,
sample from the posterior distribution of parameters in parallel across all subsets, and combine posterior
samples from all the subsets to approximate the full-data posterior distribution. Sampling in the second step
is more efficient than sampling from the full-data posterior due to a smaller sample size. Since the
combination in the third step takes negligible time relative to sampling, posterior computations can be
scaled to massive data by choosing a sufficiently large number of data subsets. One such approach, called
WASP, relies on the geometry of posterior distributions estimated across different subsets. WASP combines
subset posterior distributions through their mean in the Wasserstein space of probability measures.
Theoretical results show that that WASP provides an accurate approximation of the full-data posterior.
Empirical results demonstrate that the WASP and full-data posterior distribution have similar uncertainty
quantification across diverse simulations, including mixture models, nonparametric density estimation, and
mixed effects models. WASP also reproduces known results when applied to a movie rating database where
full-data posterior computations are intractable.
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